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In his conversations with Tittoni, Biilow defended his
naval policy as one which would serve to protect German
commerce in distant seas and strengthen the defence of the
German coast. With regard to the Morocco policy he used
the phrase which he included later in a despatch to the
Ambassador in London, Count Wolff-Metternich: " Gt
animal (alhmanfi] est tris mechant—quand on Fattaqw, // se
defend."
Tittoni for his part expressed the fear that if Germany
contributed towards forcing France out of Morocco, France
might recoup herself by means of Tripoli, which had long
been the goal of Italy's ambition. Thus the Italian statesman
left Baden-Baden with the idea in the back of his mind that
if it came to a Morocco conference he was not prepared to
back the German delegates through thick and thin.
I noted further:
baden-baden,
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Tittoni professed to be satisfied with his meeting with
Billow, and apparently also with the political result. They
seemed to be on the best of terms. The Morocco Confer-
ence he trusted would pass off smoothly. He hoped the
second Hague Conference would be held and would
regulate the question of maritime law, and settle disputes
with regard to the powers of neutrals, to which the Russo-
Japanese war had given rise. In Tittoni's opinion the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance excluded any possibility of an
Asiatic war during the next ten years. Japan, England and
America, he thought, the latter as a latent ally in Asia,
formed so powerful a combination that they would be
able to maintain peace in Asia.
He considered relations between Austria-Hungary and
Italy to be good, and that the two Governments would
successfully resist any attempt of irresponsible journalism
to upset them.
He did not think that there was any cause for anxiety
regarding possible European complications. The Triple
Alliance would remain an additional instrument of peace.
As Crispi once exclaimed emphatically aftet visiting
Bismarck at Friedrichsruh: "We have performed a

